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If you're serious about trading and are unfamiliar with perpetuals, 

we recommend reading Liquid Perpetual: Getting Started Guide 

front-to-back. We've tried to make it as concise and easy to 

understand as possible. Learning the basics of trading is a vital 

first step in achieving your trading goals.

Go through at the pace that suits you best and be sure to take 

note of the dozens of resources we link to throughout the 

chapters—they're also worthy of your attention.

We're excited you're here! Grab a cup of coffee, and let's dive into 

Chapter 1, the introduction to derivatives trading.

How much of this guide do I need to read?



CHAPTER 1

Introduction to 
Perpetual Swaps and 
Derivatives Trading



To kick off your journey into the world of 
perpetuals, we're going to start by looking at 
derivatives trading. Liquid Perpetuals is a form 
of derivative trading, so to understand Liquid 
Perpetuals, you need to know the basics of 
derivatives trading. First, let's start with why 
derivatives trading is so popular. 



So now you know why they are appealing, let's look at what they are and 

how they work. 

Manage risk: for many traders, derivatives can provide a new means 

to control trading risk.

Low barrier to entry: traders are able to bet on an asset’s 

performance, without putting down the equivalent amount upfront.

Control exposure: traders can speculate on the price of an asset 

without ever owning it.

High Leverage: traders can open trades that are worth more than 

their account balance using leverage. Liquid Perpetuals allows up to 

100x leverage (we'll explain that later).

Variable trade direction: traders can profit from both price increases 

and price decreases, something that can't be done when you are 

simply buying and selling an asset. 

1. Why trade derivatives contracts?
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2. What is a derivative contract?

A derivative contract allows traders to speculate on the price movements 

of assets without ever physically trading the asset.

A derivative contract is a tradable contract that is based on the price of 

an underlying asset. The contract is an agreement a trader makes to 

enter a trade based on the price of the underlying asset. For example, a 

Bitcoin derivative contract is based on the underlying asset, Bitcoin. 

Therefore, the contract price is very close or identical to the market price 

for Bitcoin. If Bitcoin goes up, the price of the Bitcoin contract goes up 

and vice-versa. The difference is that the trader is trading a contract and 

not Bitcoin.

There are a number of different types of derivative contracts that all have 

different benefits for traders. Futures, perpetual swaps, contracts for 

difference and options are all examples of different derivatives.

They are called derivatives because the price of the contract is derived 

from the underlying asset.
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What is a Perpetual Swap?

There are many advantages when it comes to using Perpetuals over 

traditional markets. The main advantages are the following:

There are no funding fees or interest payments. There is, however, a 

"swap rate" which is used to balance the ratio of longs and shorts. 

Depending on market conditions, sellers pay buyers 'contract 

notional' times 'swap rate' or vice versa. Therefore in some cases, 

holders of a contract could be earning fees simply by holding the 

contract. 

1.

A Perpetual Swap is a type of derivative product that has no effective 

settlement date. Perpetuals settle at regular intervals and are then are 

reinstated, continuing in perpetuity until the customer decides to close 

the trade or a liquidation event happens.

3.

Improved liquidation mechanism that depends on an index, not a 

single spot price or single order book. This adds another degree of 

trading protection.

An index price is an average price derived from up to different 

sources. On Liquid, the index price is derived from 5 different spot 

prices coming from trustworthy exchanges, including Liquid.

The advantage here is that a sudden price swing in one spot exchange 

does not impact the index or the impact is much less severe. A more 

in-depth discussion on index calculation can be found in the index 

section of this document.

2.
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4. A look into Liquid Perpetuals

Liquid Perpetuals is a new place on Liquid to trade Bitcoin perpetual 

contracts. There are a lot of moving parts that make up Liquid Perpetuals. 

We'll go over the common terminology and the most important parts of 

Liquid Perpetuals so you know how it all works.

Leverage is a tool that allows you to increase the size of your position. Be 

aware that using leverage also introduces additional risk. If you are using 

2x leverage, you will be funding half of the trade. If you are using 25x 

leverage you will be funding 1/25 of the trade.

What is leverage?

Liquidation when a position is forced to close because the position equity 

is equal to maintenance margin.

What is liquidation?

Like in traditional finance, the term PnL stands for Profit and Loss. 

Traders will be familiar with both unrealized and realized PnL, but on 

Liquid Perpetuals, the PnL is always unrealized. Only when positions are 

closed does PnL become realized. 

All you really need to know is that unrealized PnL, due to its constantly 

changing nature is the trigger for liquidations. Which is where Mark Price 

comes in—to ensure that unrealized PnL is accurate. 

What is PnL?
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Initial margin is the minimum balance you must hold in your account in 

order to open a trade.  For example, if you buy 10 BTC with an initial 

margin of 1 BTC (at 10x leverage) your initial margin would be 10% of the 

total order. Simply, initial margin is the collateral that backs your 

leveraged position. 

Initial margin

To keep trading positions open, you will need a minimum collateral 

amount, this is called the maintenance margin . If at any time your margin 

drops below the maintenance level, we will send you a margin call via 

email to remind you to add more funds, or you risk being liquidated. 

What is the maintenance margin?

To summarize:

Initial margin = the value a user commits to when opening a new position.

Maintenance margin = The minimum balance a user needs to keep a 

position open. 

We reference multiple exchanges instead of only our own order books. 

That way, any significant volume movement will lessen the impact on 

Swap Rate.

How is Index price calculated?

The swap interval is the time between two consecutive swap events. The 

swap interval for Liquid Perpetuals is 1 second.

What are Swap Intervals (SI)?
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Swap rate is the difference between the mark price and index price. 

It is the rate used to compute the amount of currency swaps exchanged. 

What is Swap Rate?

For Liquid perpetuals, the Mark Price is equal to the mid price of the 

Perpetual at a certain volume and prevents unfair liquidations from 

happening in a highly volatile market.

It is an estimate of the true value of a contract when compared to its 

actual trading price.

What is a Mark Price?

The swap amount is the amount calculated from each currency swap for 

each user with open positions.

What do you mean by Swap Amount?

A liquidation occurs when the current market price meets the liquidation 

price and your available maintenance margin falls below the threshold. 

This is triggered when the Mark Price hits the Liquidation Price. The initial 

maintenance margin for Liquid Perpetuals is 0.5%.

When forced liquidation happens, the liquidation engine will take over the 

position. Force liquidated positions are marked at the bankruptcy price.

Liquidation price is calculated based on your Leverage, Maintenance 

Margin and Entry Price.

How does liquidation work?
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Liquid Perpetuals also introduces an extra degree of trading safety with 

smart liquidations.

Note that when you are liquidated, you will pay additional fees. To avoid 

that, you can either close your positions before the liquidation price is 

reached or add more funds to your collateral balance - causing the 

liquidation price to move further away from the current market price.

Smart liquidations carry out liquidations incrementally, 10% at a time. 

This way traders are not liquidated instantly when the margin threshold is 

breached. Instead, positions are gradually reduced as margin coverage 

falls.

End of Chapter 1.
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Chapter 2

Making the First Trade 



1. Understanding the Liquid 
Perpetuals Dashboard

Welcome to the Liquid Perpetuals trading dashboard!

Liquid Perpetuals interface

The chart shows the historical price movement of the chosen asset. It allows 

traders to use indicators to spot trends and assess when to enter and exit the 

market.

A. Trading chart

The order book lists buy and sell orders of  a particular financial instrument (in this 

case P-BTC/USD).

B. Order book

Here you will find the historical record of all the recent trades executed on Liquid 

Perpetuals.

C. Recent trades
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Hover on Swap Rate

That's it! Now you have the full overview of Liquid Perpetuals, so let's get started!

You can find the contract details by hovering over the Swap Rate panel in the top 

navigation. Here you can find information about Liquid Perpetuals Contracts and 

the time until the next funding swap. 

F. Contract Details

The order creation panel is used to create an order and open a trade. There are a 

number of options when opening a position; trade direction, leverage, funding, risk 

management and more. 

D. Order creation panel

This panel contains all the information available on your open or closed positions 

and orders.

E. Positions – Orders panel
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2. Placing a Trade

Cross Margin or Isolated Margin2.1

Long or Short2.2

With Liquid perpetuals you have the option to trade on Cross Margin or Isolated 

Margin, you will find them on the right hand side of the dashboard, in the order 

form.

On Liquid Perpetuals, you are given the options to either long or short, shown on 

the right hand side in the order form.

Leverage Risk Limits

Margin Type
Cross Isolated

Advanced Trading Options

A long enables traders to profit off positive price movements, while a short allows 

traders to profit from negative price movement. 

If you open a long position, then you are predicting the price will increase over 

time, generating a profit. If the price were to decrease, you would be at a loss. 

Long Short

Price

Limit Market Stop
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Entering a position2.3

Once you have chosen to 'go long or short', it's time to enter a position. First, 

choose the type of order you would like to use from the four options:

Price

0.00 USD

Quanity

Limit Market Stop

Stop

Trailing Stop

A limit order is an order to be executed when the market price hits a limit. This 

limit must be better than the market price at the time the order is entered.

A. Limit

A market order is an order to be executed immediately at the current market price.
B. Market

A stop order is an order to be executed when market price hits a limit. This limit 

must be less than the market price at the time the order is entered.

C. Stop

A trailing stop order is a stop order with a limit that "trails" after the market price.
D. Trailing Stop

If you were to open a short position  then you would enter a perpetuals contract 

with the hope that the price will decrease, generating a profit. If the price were to 

increase, you would be at a loss.
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Stop Loss and Take Profit2.4

The price at which you want to close 

your position to lock in profits.

Longs: it must be above the open price. 

The further above the open price, the 

larger the profit.

Shorts: it must be below the open price. 

The further below the open price the 

larger the profit.

Take Profit

The price you want to close the 

position to stop any future losses.

Longs: it must be below the open price. 

The further below the open price, the 

larger the potential losses.

Shorts: it is a price above the open price. 

The further above the open price, the 

larger the potential losses.

Stop Loss

TP & SL control

For a limit order, this will include 

buying price and quantity of order. 

Choose your limit price based on the 

current market price and the 

anticipated movement.

Once you have chosen your order type, 

enter the relevant information.

Price & Quantity control
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Choosing your leverage2.5

Leverage is used to take advantage of small price movements in the markets, it 

helps prepare your current portfolio for a larger position size, and can ultimately 

make your capital grow faster.

The way leverage works is by using a deposit, known as a margin, that provides 

you with greater exposure when trading. 

50:1 leverage (or 50×) means that for every dollar a trader puts forward as equity, 

they can trade $50.

For example:

How much leverage you can take, 

depends on the size of your position.

You can select maximum leverage 

available in the order form.

To change your leverage amount, 

simply use the leverage slider and 

confirm the mode and funding account 

you want to use.

Once your order has been filled, the 

position will be live. Open orders are 

shown in the orders tab, and once they 

are filled you can see all of your open 

positions in the positions tab. 
Order form–leverage
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 Editing or canceling an order2.6

If you would like to edit or cancel an open order, simply change the amounts of the 

order or click cancel. 

Edit a position

Cancel a position

Tracking and editing positions 2.7

You can keep an eye on each position's 

overall performance, and your margin 

coverage, using this part of the 

dashboard.

For a more detailed breakdown of 

positions, navigate to the positions 

tab. There you are able to see all open 

positions, and make edits if necessary.

Total Unrealized P&L panel
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To change Take Profits of Stop Loss levels, navigate to the positions bar and edit 

directly from there. As shown below.

Cancel an order

PRO TIP

Leveraged trading is a high-risk activity that can result in losses that exceed 

deposits

Taking on such risk may not be suitable for everyone, which is something you’ll 

have to decide for yourself. 

Monitor your trade2.8

Orders and Positions panels are your go-to place to monitor all trading actions. 

For margin trading in particular, Total P&L panel is essential as it provides details 

on margin used, available margin, and margin coverage of your trades.

Orders panel Positions panel 

* The Columns drop-down menu and the filters in both panels - this is where you 

can choose what information you would like to be displayed. Columns can also be 

moved left and right within each panel.
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To monitor your balances, visit Wallets page (located at the top right of the 

dashboard). Note that the big balance numbers on top: Estimated Balance, 

Available Balance, and In Orders , are the total of your balances in each category, 

converted to BTC and USD.

For the exact numbers, see individual currency accounts in the long list under 

Balance.

Wallets

All historic deposits and withdrawals can be viewed in their own tabs, Deposits 

and Withdrawals.

Open Orders, as its name indicates, shows all open orders in your Liquid account.

Open orders
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Transactions include all transactions ever made in your Liquid account . This 

includes; deposits, withdrawals, trades, interest, loan fee, rebates etc.

Transactions

Finally, Overview Report in the same 

Transactions tab, generates an 

execution report (buying/selling 

actions) within a chosen period. Click ' 

Send Report Via Email' to have a copy 

sent to your inbox.

Making the First Trade 

End of Chapter 2.
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Chapter 3

Understand
the Mechanics



1. Product Specification
(See the table next page for Liquid Perpetual specification)
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Underlying Index Average of Kraken, Bitstamp, Coinbase, Gemini and Liquid, after discarding 

lowest and highest values

1 USD per index point for P–BTCUSD

1 JPY per index point for P–BTCJPY

Contract

Expressed in BTC, same settings as BTC SpotContract Size

0.00001 Minimum Tick Size

1% + 0.5% per unit of 50 BTC (in fact, set through max leverage level)Initial Margin

USD, EUR, SGD, HKD, AUD, JPY, PHP, BTC, ETH, XRP, QASH, GUSD, USDCFunding Currencies

0.5% + 0.5% per unit of 50 BTCMaintenance Margin

Swap Rate = (Mark Price – Index Price) ÷ Index Price
Swap Rate

+/– 0.5%Swap Rate Cap

Funding flows and unrealized PnL reflected in pseudo-real time to unrealized 

balance and settled every 8 hour (with mark to market to current Mark Price) 

or when closing the position.

Swap Interval

The Mark Price is calculated using the Fair Price and the Index Price.

The Fair Price is defined as the mid price of the Perpetual at 1 P–BTC volume 

(that is the average of volume weighted prices to buy 1 P–BTC and to sell 

1 P–BTC).

The Mark Price is equal to the Index Price plus the 15–second EMA of the Fair 

Price minus Index Price:

Mark Price = Index Price + EMA(Fair Price – Index Price)

Mark Price

Liquidation will be initiated when free balance plus PnL becomes equal to or 

lower than Maintenance Margin level.

For more information, details and examples, see section on Liquidation.

Calculations to value positions or PnL will be based on the Mark price 

Maintenance Margin will be recalculated at settlement time, using the 

current Mark price 

Liquidation

Difference between Executed Price and Bankruptcy price goes to Liquidation 

Fund

Insurance Fund and 
Liquidation Fee

Not in the current versionTrading Bandwidth

Maker: 0.10% / Taker: 0.10%

With QASH 50% rebate and high–volume rebate
Trading Fees

Cross margin / Isolated marginMargin Model

350 BTCPosition Limit
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2. Index
Perpetual contracts are derivative products based on an underlying index. This 

section describes the requirement and specifications of the index.

The system computes in real time an index representing the average price of BTC 

in JPY (or USD depending on the underlying currency pair) over several exchanges.

In the case of P–BTCJPY, the index is calculated from the following components:

Mid price (ie average of best bid and best ask) of BTC/USD market sourced 

from 4 exchanges; Bitstamp, Coinbase, Gemini and Kraken. The mid BTC/

USD price is then converted to BTC/JPY using the current FX rate from 

USD to JPY.

Mid price of BTC/JPY market from Liquid.

Terms & Definitions2.1

Index Calculation2.2 

Index Price: Price of the underlying instrument

This is summarized in table below:

Liquid BTC/JPY 1 BTC/JPY

BTC/USDBitstamp USD to JPY rate BTC/JPY

BTC/USDCoinbase USD to JPY rate BTC/JPY

BTC/USDGemini USD to JPY rate BTC/JPY

BTC/USDKraken USD to JPY rate BTC/JPY

Source PriceSource Exchange Conversion Rate Index Component
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The 5 price components in JPY are ordered from smallest to largest: C1, C2, C3, 

C4, C5. The smallest price and the highest price are discarded, effectively leaving 

3 components.

Perpetual contracts are derivative products based on an underlying index. The 

swap rate for Perpetuals is specifically designed to ensure that the price of the 

Perpetual contract stays close to the index value. This is done by swapping or 

exchanging cash-flows between users with long and short positions. This 

document describes the cash flow swap process and its specifications.

The index I is computed as the average of the remaining 3 components:

I = (C2 + C3 + C4) ÷ 3

The composition of the index and the number of components can change at 

Liquid's discretion.

3. Swap Settlement

Terms & Definitions3.1

Cash Flows Swap: Mechanism that ensure convergence of the Perpetual price to 

the Index price by exchange of cash flows between long and short users

Swap Rate: Rate used to compute the amount of currency exchanged. If the rate is 

positive, longs pay shorts. If the rate is negative, shorts pay longs.

Swap Interval: Interval between 2 consecutive cashflow swap events

Index Price: Interval between 2 consecutive cashflow swap events

Mark Price: Price used for mark to market and derived from the actual price of the 

Perpetual
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Specifications3.2

Requirements3.3

At every swap interval (for example every second), the system computes the mark 

price. Based on the difference between the mark price and the index price, the 

system computes the swap rate.

The swap interval is every second. That is swap amounts are calculated every 

second. Calculation occurs as follows.

If the mark price is higher than the index price, then swap rate is positive 

and longs pay shorts. This makes long positions less attractive and helps 

to push the perpetual price down toward the index.

If the mark price is lower than the index price, then swap rate is negative 

and shorts pay longs, which helps to push the perpetual price up.

Amounts to exchange are computed for each user with open position:

Swap Amount = Position Size × Swap Rate × Time Fraction 

Swap amount and unrealized PnL due to price moves are booked to a specific 

balance account (ie this amount is reflected in the margin amount, but it cannot be 

used by the user).

Settlement is done every 8 hours, or when user closes his position, whichever 

comes first. Upon settlement, the accumulated swap amounts and unrealized PNL 

are moved to the user cash balance (so they can be used normally by the user).

IMPORTANT 

During settlement, opening price of the positions are updated to the current Mark 

price.
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The Mark Price is equal to the Index Price plus the 15–second EMA of the Fair 

Price minus Index Price:

Mark Price = Index Price + EMA(Fair Price – Index Price)

Formula for the N–second EMA S(n) of a variable Y(n) is:

S(n) = a Y(n) + (1 – a) S(n – 1) with a = 2 ÷ (N + 1)

We calculate first the Mark to Index Spread:

Mark to Index Spread = (Mark Price - Index) ÷ Index

The Swap Rate is composed of 2 components: the Premium Rate and the 

Differential Interest Rate.

b. Calculation of the Swap Rate:

We calculate then the Premium Rate as:

MIS <= -0.05% MIS + 0.05%

0–0.05% <= MIS <= 0.05%

MIS – 0.05%0.05% <= MIS 

PREMIUM RATEMARK TO INDEX SPREAD (MIS)

The Fair Price is defined as the mid price of the Perpetual at 1 P–BTC volume (that 

is the average of volume weighted prices to buy 1 P–BTC and to sell 1 P–BTC). 

a. Calculation of the Mark Price: 
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Differential Interest Rate = Interest Rate (JPY) – Interest Rate (BTC)

The Differential Interest Rate will be set by Liquid. This may change in a future version to set 

its value in real time.

Note that the Position Size in BTC is used and not the Margin amount. 

The Swap Rate is the sum of the Premium Rate plus the Differential Interest Rate:

Swap Rate = Premium Rate + Differential Interest Rate

The Swap Amount is calculated as the product of the Position Size (in BTC) times 

the Mark Price (to convert to JPY) times the Swap Rate times the Time Fraction 

(time interval for the specific amount).

The Mark Price, the Differential Interest Rate and the Swap Rate should be made 

available to clients, both as a feed through the API, and as specific pages in the 

Front End.

Swap Amount (in JPY) = Position Size × Mark Price × Swap Rate × Time Fraction

c. Calculation of the Swap Amount:

d. Data availability

Formula to compute the Premium Rate is:

Premium Rate = Max (0.05%, MSI) + Min (–0.05%, MSI)

The second component, the Differential Interest Rate is equal to the interest rate 

to borrow the quote currency (JPY)  minus the interest rate to borrow the base 

currency (BTC):
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Calculation of the Swap Rate is as follows:

Mark to Index Spread (MIS) = (Mark Price – Index) ÷ Index

= (999,400 – 1,000,000) ÷ 1,000,000 = –0.06%

Premium Rate (PR) = Max(0.05%, MIS) + Min(–0.05%, MIS)

= Max(0.05, –0.06) + Min(–0.05, –0.06) = 0.05 – 0.06 = –0.01%

Swap Rate (FR) = PR + Differential Interest Rate = –0.01% + 0.005% = –0.005%

Since the Swap Rate is negative, short (user B) pays to long (user A).

Swap Amount exchanged between users A and B:

FSA (in JPY) = Position Size x Mark Price x Swap Rate x Time Fraction

= 10 BTC × 999,400 × (–0.005%) × (1 sec ÷ 24 ÷ 3600) = –0.00578 JPY

Amount is negative, therefore shorts pay longs: - 0.00578 JPY is deducted from 

margin balance of user B, and the same amount is added to the margin balance of 

user A. However, since this has not been settled yet, user A cannot withdraw this 

amount nor use it.

Let's assume that a user A opens a Long position by buying 10 BTC worth of the 

Perpetual contract with leverage 100 at a price of 999,450 JPY. Counterparty of 

this trade is user B who sells 10 BTC worth of the Perpetual at 999,450 JPY.

During first interval of 1 second, the Index Price is 1,000,000 JPY and the 

Perpetual Mark Price is 999,400 JPY. Moreover, the BTCJPY Differential Interest 

Rate is 0.005%. 

Examples of calculation3.4
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Mark Price: Price used for mark to market and derived from the actual price of the 

Perpetual

Specifications4.2

Calculation of the Swap Amount and of unrealized PnL is done in real time. These 

amounts are reflected in the margin balance of the user. This impacts the margin 

ration of the user and may eventually result in liquidation if the margin amount 

goes below the maintenance margin level. However, these amounts cannot be 

used by the user as they have not been settled yet—they cannot be withdrawn or 

used to buy assets until settled.

Settlement happens every 8 hours, or when the user closes his position, whichever 

comes first. Upon settlement, the accumulated amount (as a result of swaps) and 

unrealized PnL are moved to the user cash balance and can be used normally by 

the user.

Swap Rate: Rate used to compute the amount of currency exchanged. If the rate is 

positive, longs pay shorts. If the rate is negative, shorts pay longs.

Index Price: Interval between 2 consecutive cashflow swap events

4. Cash Flows and Settlement
Perpetual contracts are derivative products based on an underlying index. This 

document describes the cash flows happening with Perpetual contracts and the 

settlement process.

Terms & Definitions4.1

Cash Flows Swap: Mechanism that ensure convergence of the Perpetual price to 

the Index price by exchange of cash flows between long and short users

Swap Interval: Interval between 2 consecutive cashflow swap events
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Requirements4.3

Assuming that user A enters a long position of N BTC at a price Pin, and closes his 

position at a price Pout, his total realized PnL (in JPY) is given by the formula:

Until the first settlement, the real time unrealized PnL is computed with the same 

formula but using the current Mark Price MP instead of the closing price Pout 

PnL calculation

Realized PnL (JPY) = N × ( Pout – Pin )

IMPORTANT 

During settlement, opening price of the positions are updated to the current Mark 

price.

All cash flows are calculated in JPY (i.e. the quoted currency of the Perpetual) and 

then converted to the funding currency if it is not JPY.

(since the user has not closed his position). 

Realized PNL (JPY) = N × (MP – Pin )

When the first settlement happens, the unrealized PnL is computed with the 

current Mark Price MP8. This value is booked to the cash balance of the user and 

become realized.

The user's position has been marked to market and is rolled over to the next 

settlement date. For PnL calculation, the new entry price (after roll over) to use 

Realized PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP8 — Pin )
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Thus, the PnL at the next settlement time (16 hours) will be:

Realized PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP16 – MP8 )

 Examples of cash flows when opening or closing Position4.4

Let's assume that a user A opens a Long position by buying 10 BTC worth of the 

Perpetual contract at a price of 999,450 JPY from user B. Both users have x100 

leverage. The index price is 1,000,000 JPY.

This trade results in a transfer of contracts only, there is no transfer of cash in 

quoted currency. Balance are as follows:

Position opening

A +10 BTC worth of contracts 0 JPY 0 JPY

–10 BTC worth of contractsB 0 JPY 0 JPY

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL

until the next settlement time is now the Mark Price MP8 that was used to mark to 

market.

The Mark Price moves to 1,000,250 JPY. The unrealized PnL for user A is :

Unrealized PnL (JPY)  = N × ( MP – Pin ) = 10 × (1,000,250 – 999,450) = 800 JPY

Balances are:

A +10 BTC worth of contracts +800 JPY 0 JPY

–10 BTC worth of contractsB −800 JPY 0 JPY

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL
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Now user A closes his position by selling to user C at a price of 1,000,150. PnL of 

user A is calculated using his execution price. Pnl of user B is unrealized and 

calculated using the Mark Price. User C has a non–zero PnL due to the difference 

between his execution price and the Mark Price.

PnL (user A)  = N × ( Pexec − Pin ) = 10 × ( 1,000,150 − 999,450 ) = 700 JPY

PnL (user B)  = −N × ( MP − Pin ) = −10 × ( 1,000,250 − 999,450 ) = −800 JPY

PnL (user C)  = N × ( MP − Pexec ) = 10 × ( 1,000,250 − 1,000,150 ) = 100 JPY

Resulting balances are:

Note that the total of realized plus unrealized PnL is 0 (since PnL are cash flows booked 

between users), but the sum of unrealized PnL and the sum of realized PnL are not 0.

A 0  JPY0  JPY+700

−10 BTC worth of contractsB  JPY−800 0 JPY

+10 BTC worth of contractsC  JPY+100 0 JPY

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL

Examples of cash flows for Swap Amount and PnL4.5

We take the same example as above:  a user A opens a Long position by buying 10 

Position opening

worth of the Perpetual contract at a price of 999,450 JPY from user B. Both users 

have ×100 leverage. The index price is 1,000,000 JPY.n

The Initial Margin  = 10 × 999,450 ÷ 100 = 99,945 JPY
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The balances after opening positions are:

A +10 BTC worth of contracts 99,945 JPY 0 JPY

–10 BTC worth of contractsB 99,945 JPY 0 JPY

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL

−0.00578 JPY × 3,600 = −20.820 JPY

Unrealized PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP − Pin ) = 10 × (999,400 − 999,450) = −500 JPY

During first interval of 1 second, we assume that the Index Price is 1,000,000 JPY 

and the Perpetual Mark Price is 999,400 JPY. Moreover, the BTCJPY Differential 

Interest Rate is 0.005%. 

Then the Swap Amount exchanged between traders A and B for 1 second is 

0.00578 JPY (for more details on the calculation of the Swap Amount see section 

on Swap Settlement). Since value is negative, the short user (B) pays to the long 

user (A).

Swap Amount and Unrealized PnL

Assuming that conditions do not change for 1 hour, the Swap Amount for 1 hour 

would be:

The unrealized PnL amount for long A is given by:

The resulting balances are:

A +10 BTC worth of contracts 99,945 + 20.820 − 500 0 JPY

–10 BTC worth of contractsB 99,945 − 20.820 + 500 0 JPY

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL
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−0.0173 × 2 × 3,600 =  −124.913 JPY

The Swap Amount for 1 second is −0.0173 JPY. For 2 hours, its amount is equal to

Unrealized PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP − Pin ) = 10 × (999,400 − 999,450) = −500 JPY

The unrealized PnL for long A is equal to:

Now, let's assume that the Index Price stays at 1,000,000 JPY and that the Mark 

Price moves from 999,400 to 999,300 JPY. These conditions stay unchanged for 2 

hours, which is the time for next settlement.

For cross margin model, at settlement time, the PnL and Swaps Amounts are 

moved to the general balance of the user, and are available for use.

For isolated margin model, at settlement time, the PnL and Swaps Amount are 

NOT moved to the general balance of the user. Instead they are added (or 

subtracted) to the isolated margin for the perpetual trade. 

During settlement, the unrealized PnL and the time weighted Swap Amounts are 

moved from the margin balance to the cash balance, which gives the balances 

below:

Settlement

Margin model

A +10 BTC worth of contracts 99,945 JPY + 20.820 + 124.913 − 1,500 

–10 BTC worth of contractsB 99,945 JPY − 20.820 − 124.913 + 1,500

Balance in Perpetual ContractsUser Unrealized PnL Realized PnL
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After settlement, the last settlement price is used to compute the PnL instead of 

the open price Pin. Note that the position size is not modified. The PnL formula 

becomes:

For example, if the Mark Price moves from 999,300 JPY to 999,450 JPY, the PnL 

for user A is equal to:

Calculation of unrealized PnL after 1st settlement

Unrealized PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP − MPsettlement )

where MPsettlement is the Mark Price used during the previous settlement.

PnL (JPY) = N × ( MP − MPsettlement) = 10 × ( 999,450 − 999,300) = 1,500 JPY.

5. Liquidation Process
 Trigger for liquidation5.1

Liquidation is initiated when free balance plus PnL becomes equal to or lower than 

Maintenance Margin level.

Calculations to value positions or PnL are based on the Mark Price.

Maintenance Margin is recalculated at settlement time, using the current 

Mark Price.

Liquidation for positions on Perpetuals:

Formulas5.2

PNL = (current Mark Price − Reference Price)
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Maintenance margin example5.3

Client A buys 1 IBT at 10,0000 USD, Mark price is 10,005 USD.

Assuming that the client has free balance of 100 USD, his Margin Requirement is 

calculated as follows:

a. Client opens buy position of 1 IBT

b. Margin requirements are calculated again at settlement time

Maintenance Margin MM = 10,000 × 0.5% = 50 USD

Margin Ratio =  (Free Balance + PnL) ÷ MM = (100 + 5) ÷ 50 = 210%

Since PnL is calculated as Mark Price − Entry Price (for long positions)

We assume that at next settlement time, IBT price moves to 10,045 USD. Mark 

Price is 10,050 USD. 

New Maintenance Margin MM =  10,050 × 0.5% = 50.25 USD

PNL =  10,050 − 10,0000 = 50 USD

Margin Ratio = (100 + 50) ÷ 50.25 = 298%

Initial Margin = Quantity × Reference Price ÷ Leverage

Maintenance Margin = Quantity × Reference Price × Margin Ratio

With Reference Price = last Settlement Price (ie Mark Price at last Settlement Price) or Entry 

Price (ie actual buy/sell price) if position has not yet been settled  
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If IBT price moves to 9,955 USD and Mark Price is 9,950 USD, calculations would be: 

New Maintenance Margin MM =  9,950 × 0.5% = 49.75 USD

PnL =  9,950 − 10,0000 = −50 USD

Margin Ratio = (100 − 50) ÷ 49.75 = 100.5%

Choice of position to liquidate 5.4

In case of several open positions, the position with biggest relative loss (ie total 

PnL of the position divided by the open amount) will be liquidated first. 

Quantity liquidated5.5 

In case of a large position being liquidated, there is a potential risk of a large price 

movement, which create significant price instability and can even trigger 

additional liquidations. This is aggravated by the fact that execution of a market 

order is an atomic process—the market order is fully executed before any new 

order can be added to the order book.

To help in reducing price instability, positions in Perpetual will be partially 

liquidated up to a maximum quantity M: 

If the open quantity is lower than M, then the position is liquidated fully

If the open quantity is greater than M, then the system should create an at 

market order to liquidate a quantity equal to M. Once this order is 

executed, new orders will be added to the order book and the situation of 

the new position will be evaluated to decide if it should be further 

liquidated or not. 
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Deciding for a proper value to M should satisfy 2 constraints:

The value should be high enough to reduce the position exposure by a 

significant amount

The value should not be too high to avoid large price movement, which 

would increase the position exposure      
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End of Chapter 3.
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You’ve reached to the end of Liquid Perpetual Guides.
Learn more about Liquid Perpetual here.


